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There are three major points to be discussed in this paper.

First, ye overestimate our success in teaching map reading skills.

Second, we tend to underestimate the map reading abilitius of children.

Third, our teaching of map skills mitigates against the operation of

spatial mental ability. In short, therm is little understanding in the

educational and geographic communities of children's ability to com

prehend maps or the mental processes children use to decode maps.

This state of affairs is somewhat difficult to understand,

considering the volume of available "research" associated with map

learning. I have located over 40 studies completed since 1925. The

inescapable conclusion arising from study of these is that little

increase in knowledge has resulted from 45 years of quasiexperimental

research. Many of the studies addressed themselves to the question of,

"how well do children comprehend maps?" Those that were not an inventory,

concentrated on the teaching of Dap skills and subsequent increase in

* A paper for presentation during A Sranoaium on the Influent
0 the 4111LWULLAULAULAIIKO to be held ct Queen's University, Kingston,
Ontario, Canada, Iron September 8 to Septembet 10, 1910.
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map reading abilitien. Over 907. of the studies used data collected by

paper and pencil instrumento. Few of the studies were placed in a

theoretical context -- educational, geographical, catographical, or

otherwise.

Children's inability to read mapc is wall documented; an is their

ability to improve skill° after instruction. Studies by Bartz (1965),

Brown (1960), Lord (1928), Millar (1931), Prior (1959), Stampfer (1966),

and Young (1952) attest to the low level of map reading ability of

children. On the other hand, reports by Carmichael (1965), Carswell

(1968), Forsyth (1943), nuohdooney (1961), Stnrr (1954), and Weinawig

(1962), show that comprehension of maps increases after instruction.

Let me refer to my study of topographic onp reading skills as

an example of this "test-teach-test" type of recunrch which has occurred

in the past. In the diccussion of this study, nn nttempt will be made

to substantiate the three chive which were mnde rt the beginning of

this paper.

The primary purpoce o2 may study was to investtgete the topo-

graphic mnp reading rnd interpretation abilities of students in grades

four, five, and six, and the oboerved chnngen in these abilities after

a period of planned instruction. Other probleun investigated included

an examination of the raIntionahip that exacta between map skills sad

intelligence, spatial Ability, sex differences, socio-economic level,

grade level, chronological nee, and the teacher's knowledge of geography.

An analysis vas also made for each grade level of the relative difficult)

of attaining each of the six skills necessary to read and interpret a
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topographic wp. These skill° weto defined ac the ability to ren,i

symbols, direction, ocrle, elevrtion, ind grid systems as well as the

rbility to interpret inforrrition from the mrp.

An experiment way devised which used pre, post, and recrll

tests fc,r both an expericent!.1 and a compnrison group. Commercial

standardized instrumento mere used as well ac the Test of Topographic

Hap Skills, which was devised and validated. Further, a linear program

keyed to n topogrrphic m.-43 of the local rer van used to teach the topo-

graphic map reeding skills ts this seeNed to be the meat effective way

to present the skills and assure equivalence of instruction among

different classes.

Fifteen classed were selected in consultrtion with the Calgary

Separate School Board Ild, -t each grade level, four closses were

Arbitrarily assigned to the experinentrl group and one to a comparison

group. A comparison of the two groups shuwed that there were no sign-

ificant differences in mrp ckillo or mentel rbility before instruction.

A major finding of my research is thrt learners in grades four,

five, and six, can leatn to use lirge-scrle topographic mops effectively,

In each grade there vacs a significant tole in rbility PS meaoured by

the teat of topogrrphic tarp skills, while Cite comparison gtoups did

not make an inprovenent that vas statistically significant.

Figure 1 shown how effectively the children performed on each of

the six skills, both before and 1fter instruction. The pretest findings

indicate that symbols and direction were the only skilla on which an

average score of 50% wre made. This was only in gres five and six,

The attainment of other skills vas ouch lover -- especially in the case of
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grid system?. :f scorzi dO% could ifs Jaaned cs showing mastery

of the skill, than nom:. of thn grades had oatItored any of the skills

that were being examinJd. This supports the research which hcs been

referred to earlier. I . sure that those of you who teach geography

at whatever level, could probably give further evidence supporting the

low level of nap reading :chinvemnt noong school children and adults.

Yet pap skills fire n part of our school curril;aluo. In the

eleuentary grades, ouch attention, nt lenrt recording to course outlines,

appears to bn given to the;:. on the whole, children appenr

to read paps very !poorly, zonseqoently, cry cicip that we overestimate

our success in teaching m-p reedit...1 ckilln.

I think there t. al Icat:t fur vc.3.:01, and probably many pore,

why the educatioanl system has r:.rfe:tacc: so inrdaquntely in teaching:

mlp reading tAills. :het, I suspect that thorn is a gross oversimplifica-

tion in the lids of teachra of jus whrt is 1.nvolved tn reading a map.

After all, a Pap is en extreoely copplincted co,bination of lines,

colors, and symbols, in which renli:y has been transformed in terms

of scale, shape, and perspective.

Secondly, I suspect C,:a!! the wrw.g th=.11:ts are being taught about

naps. That is, teachers are ;)robtbly tanchil.z. cboAt naps rath2r than

with sups. Chtldren nay be learuing cherreteriatics of various

types of map projectiras ond perh1p3 0%,en how th._se projections are made,

rtther than ustng ma:18 as a Peons to so!.e problems or to help them get

a pore accurate impression of thn leitd%tpe. Thire, tuepect thtt

there is something lacking in the Enquencina of ntp skills. In the
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primary grades, children coprk :pith largo cc:le nape of their classroom,

school, and neighborhood. suddenly, in grAes three or four, they ere

!vriAng with small scales ..,:srn of their province, country or world.

The vac. of Inge scale mnpc, after gredec two or three seems to be sadly

neglected.

It is surprising the kinds of misc,Acaptions that child.en can

develop when they c:tteopt to nuke some senJa out of large scale maps

when they have been ,:orking primarily with cmc.11 scrle maps. For

instance, I wet using r topographic mop in clinic :4 situation with a

grade four pupil. I atAtad her to identify the trans-Canrde highway

which rtn ocross the middle of the map, :'ec response indicated that

this red line, which more or lase divided the tarp in htlf, was the

equator. It is easy to ceo why this would h,ppen, but it does not

condo ) the fact that it did h^ppen.

Fourthly, the techniques which ere used to teach mopping skills

seem to be ineffectuLl i2 they exist at ill. In maw cases, the teacher

seems to assume that children cr,r) read n nip. Certainly, there is

little attention given to the discreet skills which :re needed to make

tiL4a comprehensible. It :Ito appears that low -ttempts are made to

t:ke children out into the aeld and hnve them letrn to use a nap

through relating it to the reality Which they c.,Ao see.

The work of ?orbit: farts, in ,Atem;ting to make smell -stele

mxps more comprehensible to children, is .firmly based on the assumption

that children ate going to get very little instruction in map skills.

this is a commendable ye/ of helping children read carps, but it does not
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solve the basic problem of improving the teaching of map skills. On the

other hand, the exploratory work of Blaut (1969) and others at Clerk

Jniversity is necessary to develop en epprocch to helping children

learn to use maps more electively.

The results o2 the post test as indicated in Figure I support

the contention that we tend to underestimate the map reading abilities

of children. Overall the experimental group made a 25% increases as

measured by the TTHS. Among Lie grades end skills, this ranged from a

110% increase by grade five in dealing with grid systems to an 8%

increase by grade four in tbility to interpret mops. It appears that

symbols and direction are the least difficult skills and that they may

be mastered in the intermediate grades; scale, grid system, and eleva-

tion seem to be of equa difficulty and any be learned and used, even

though not mastered in the intermediate grades. Interpretation appears

to he a complex skill which showed little incretse in this experiment.

Prabably techniques other thin the use of a, linear program would be

necessary to help children increase their interpretation abilities.

tot only was there en increase in the children's ability to use these

skills, but a recall teat given approximately one month After the final

test showed that the competencies they had gained had not diminished.

These findings any the earlier mentioned research show that

children are capable of using maps more effectively than they now are

doing. Ce,:tainly, a review of the literature Available to teachers,

shows that most writers who have considered the use of topographic maps

In school would place. the.e tt the Junior high school level, because of
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their complex nature. ;feu, if any, educ;:toro would suggest the use of

vertical areal photogrrphs as substitutes for maps in the early grades.

Yet the work of Hcaermott (1966), Kingston (1968), and 3laut (1969)

illustrates that children frcm kindergarden to grade three are capable

of understanding and getting meaning from large scale vertical areal

photogrepha. As information .ccumulates 2rom these types of clinical

studies, there should be considerable impact on the teaching of map

reading skills.

Perhaps the teaching of mop skills is poorly understood because

we do not fully understand the development or operation of spatial

ability in humans. Although psychologists have been concerned about

spatial ability as an aspect of intelligence, there is little theoretical

uork, with the exception or. Pinot (1956), chick can be applied directly

to map learning. P!aget's experiments related to development of topo-

logic, geometric, and projective space may bq closely related to mop

skills. The results of his studies if thu development of the concept

of coordinate systems and the ability to understand and use perspective

seem to relate closely to children's ability to use maps. Much more

research is needed in this area and theories may be developed which

diverge from those of Piaget. Nevertheless, his work provides us with

one framework for examining napping skills end their relation to space

representation.

This brings us to my final contention. That is, whatever passes

for the teaching of map reading skills in elementary schools is having

t deleterious effect on the development of spatial abilities. Referen-e
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to Figure 2, "Correlations and Partici Correlations Between Scores on

the TVS and Scores on the California Tests of Mental Maturity," will

provide some justification ;:or this statement.

The correlation of mental age and the partial correlations of

verbal mental age, nonverbal mental age and spatial ability with the

scores on the TTUS are shown for the total a'. ple and by grade. You

gill note that the partial correlations with verbal mental age are

higher than those for nonverbal mental age or spatial ability. However,

there are two most interesting things to note. First, in most cases,

the partial correlations Ilith verbal mental age tended to decrease while

the partial correlations with nonverbal mental age and spatial ability

tended to increase after instruction. Secondly, from grades four to

six there is on increase in the partial correlation with verbal mental

age and a decrease in the vrtial correlation qith nonverbal mental

age and spatial ability.

Since Ly sample worked with a line:r program and used a paper

end pencil teat, we eight expect a high correlation with verbal mental

age. Yet studies by Edutrds (1953), Taylor (1960), and Smith and Taylor

(1961) support my findings. Taylor (1960, p. 270) went so far as to

suggest that on the bcsis of factor analysis there was no evidence

that apatill ability entered into attainment in geography as measured

by school exavinations or objective map tests which he had prepared.

From this I would conclude that as children move through the

elementary grades their spatial abilities are supressed if not extin-

guished. One method of encouraging the use and development of spatial
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FIGUR2 2

CORRUATIGOS AID PARTIAL coaammons BET/E2U

SC0139 0 ' T.T.U.S. 1,10 SCORdS Oil

TII CALIFORHIA TECTO 0;7

LIENTAL LIATJRITY

f

Verb L.1

Uent:1

Age'

Eonverbal
Mental
Age2

Spatial
Ability3

Total Sample (Pre) .631* . 494:; . 286* . 233*
Total Sample (Port) .630* .449* .319* .259*

Grade 4 (Pre) .641* .31.3* .381* .347*
Grade 4 (Post) .573* .266* .347* .298*

!:Prede 5 (Pre) .530* .386* .342* .273*
,r-ade 5 (Post) .493* .346* .r5*

Grade 6 (Pre) . 429 .143 ,061
Grade 6 (Post) . 4C4* . 249 171

* Significant at .01 level
1 nonverbal mental age held constant
2 verbal mental age held constant
3 verbal mental age held constant
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skills appears to be through techniques using large scale topographic

maps in the upper elementary grades.

There are two major conclusions that I wish to draw related to

map design. First, since children are capable of using complex maps

such as the 1:50,000 topographic series, maps do not need to be severely

modified for school use. Granted, Canadian topographic naps could

communicate more effectively with children ii, among other things, they

did not have four coordinate systems and if the linear scale were

modified to begin at zero. However, these are minor changes.

Secondly, children's inability to use maps seems to be less

related to map design than related to ineffective teaching. Meat

elementary teachers that I have observed in Alberta, British Columbia,

Colorado, and Florida did not seem to have learned from their geography

or education courses how to use or effectively teach about maps. Con-

sequently, attention must be given to helping teachers understand

maps and techniques of map instruction. I expect that this is done

more effectively in Ontario than in some other places because of your

long tradition of instruction in geography.

Through combination of the modification of present map design

and improved instructional techniques, children should become even

more effective map users.
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